Your Dream Job Teaching English is Right Around the Corner

Enroll with TEFL Iberia and start your training today.
Unlock Greatness

In 2008, Richard Davie graduated from Edinburgh University and set off for Spain in search of adventure. In Barcelona, he quickly discovered something much greater than that, uncovering an undeniable passion for teaching English.

Several years later, TEFL Iberia was born. We started with the goal of making English teacher training in Barcelona more accessible and enjoyable for people of all ages and backgrounds, and haven’t looked back since.

The modern Languages4Life academy, with its spacious classrooms, interactive whiteboards, up-to-date MAC computers, and beautiful library, provided the perfect location for our ambitious, small-class learning style to flourish.

The results speak for themselves. Since opening our doors in 2012, TEFL Iberia has helped thousands of students from 60+ countries follow in Richard’s footsteps and learn how to teach the English language professionally.

We’ve helped people from across the globe find work as language academy instructors, private tutors, ESL educators, and online teachers. Whether you’re a young (or young at heart) traveler looking to support your next adventure or you’re looking for a rewarding long-term career, TEFL Iberia is a great first step towards success.

Enroll today to experience the wonders of teaching English for yourself!
TEFL Iberia helps students thrive. Here’s how:

Small Group Sizes
Our classes max out at 12, giving everybody access to an instructor.

Varied Learning Styles
Variety is the spice of life and a key ingredient of our innovative lesson plans.

Classroom Confidence Building
Because teaching English involves more than just mastering the material.

Post-Grad Job Prospects
We work hard to ensure that all our students find relevant work after graduation.

Internationally Recognized Qualifications
Barcelona? Bangkok? Brazil? Trinity CertTESOL is accepted across the globe.
We’ve Helped Thousands of Students Learn to Teach English. 
Are You Next?

1000+ Student success stories since 2012.

60+ Nationalities represented by our alumni.

20% Of our students are not native speakers.

Erika, 23, San Francisco
Erika used her new English teaching skills to fund a working holiday in Europe.

Clarisbelle, 35, Manchester
Clarisbelle works remotely, teaching English to students in China over the internet.

Ilona, 29, Czech Republic
Ilona now teaches English to primary school children in her native Czech Republic.

Harry, 24, Gold Coast
Harry has leveraged his English teaching course into an exciting new career.
I’m so glad I decided to attend TEFL Iberia for my certification. The entire staff is incredible. The instructors are terrific and the faculty is so supportive. They help you every step of the way, from relocation to assistance in helping you find a job after the course is complete. I highly recommend them!
Want to mix and match content between various programs? No problem. If you’re looking for specific content, you can create a custom course plan from the following:

- 4-week Trinity CertTESOL course
- 6-12 months Developing Teacher course
- 1-11 months of Spanish lessons
- Young Learners extension course
- Accommodation, airport pickup and cultural activities
Discover a **Rewarding New Career**

The Trinity CertTESOL course is considered the most complete course for new English teachers and is recognized across the globe. You’ll be prepared and qualified to find work here in Barcelona, or wherever your travels may take you.

---

**Diverse Learning Methods**
Unlock advanced methodology tutorials, grammar and language awareness help, foreign language lessons and other high-quality course content.

**Guided Lesson Prep**
Work with our experienced team to learn how to prepare effective lessons using the textbook and how to develop your own custom lesson plans from scratch.

**Practical Workshops**
In addition to standard coursework, we offer the chance to work with real students, then get valuable feedback from your peers and senior instructors.
Amazing experience learning at this school! The tutors, without a doubt, are incredible; supportive, knowledgeable, funny and caring. I would not have gotten through the month without them. The other trainees on the course have become life-long friends and I loved every minute. Thank you for everything!
Unlock a World of New Possibilities.

English language instruction is in high demand across the globe. Among countless other potential career paths, completing your Trinity CertTESOL course allows you to:

» **Work in a Language Academy**
  Teach English to adults or children in top language academies and ESL schools here in Barcelona or elsewhere in the world.

» **Teach Corporate Classes**
  English is the language of international business, which has created work providing in-house instruction to corporate employees.

» **Tutor or Teach Privately**
  Set your own schedule as a professional English teacher focused on adults, school children, teenagers, or immigrants.

» **Find Work Online**
  Thanks to the wonders of the world wide web, millions of potential students are just a few clicks away.

---

2 weeks
Average time to find work after the course

98%
Total passing rate of all TEFL students since 2012.

1300€
Average monthly income for new English teachers.
Find Your Dream Job with TEFL Iberia.

Here at TEFL Iberia, we do more than just equip you with an industry-leading education in teaching English, powered by Trinity CertTESOL. We also equip you with the skills, guidance, and connections you need to find paying work within weeks of completing your coursework.

Our post-course preparation and support includes:

- Job market orientation session.
- CV preparation workshop
- Interview prep and practice
- Exclusive access to our employer database
- Insider access to the Languages4Life job board

COMPANIES OUR GRADUATES WORK AT
TEFL Iberia was a great experience! The staff is amazing with teachers who really care about your future. The course is challenging, but prepares you for the world of teaching English as a second language. They assist you throughout the course with things such as accommodation, finding a job, and visa requirements.

I would recommend this school to anyone who wants to become certified or just have an incredible journey in Barcelona.
Your Rewarding Career as an English Teacher **is Right Around the Corner**

Looking for a fun, flexible, and rewarding career path that is in-demand across the globe? If you’re passionate about travel, interested in new cultures, and motivated to help others, a career as an international English teacher is right up your alley!

Want to learn more? Here are some answers to a few of our most common questions.

**Do I need a degree to enroll with TEFL Iberia?**
No. A degree is not required to get accepted into the TEFL program, but students do need to demonstrate sufficient qualifications/work experience prior to enrollment.

For more specific entry requirement info, check out the list to the right.

**Do I need to speak Spanish?**
English is the only language used in our classroom, and throughout the program, we will show you how to properly teach English without the usage of any foreign language. That way you can teach everywhere from Barcelona to Beijing.

With that said, learning some basic Spanish will certainly enrich your Barcelona experience outside of the classroom!

**Do I need to be a native English speaker?**
An advanced level of English proficiency is required, but that does not mean that you must be a native speaker. In fact, around 20% of our students are not native speakers, and bilingual (or trilingual) people often make the best language teachers!

**When is the best time to do the course?**
Barcelona has an active, year-round job market and a constant demand for English teachers. That means there is never a bad time to take the first steps towards your dream job teaching English.

---

**Course Entry Requirements**

To enroll with TEFL Iberia, applicants must:

- Be over 18 years of age
- Demonstrate an ability to effectively and efficiently communicate in written and spoken English. Please note: Native English is NOT a requirement.
- Display enthusiasm and passion for both teaching and learning.
- Possess an ability to deal with the demands of this course – this can be displayed via a higher education degree or through past work experience.
- Be in good enough physical health to deal with the physical rigors of a daily teaching schedule.
- Have a winning, A+ attitude – there’s a reason we pass 98% of all applicants, and it’s because we only accept friendly people with a passion for excellence!
Ready to Take the First Steps Towards Your New Career?

It’s now easier than ever to become an international English teacher. Follow the directions below to start working towards your own dream job today.

Complete the Application Form
Visit tefl-iberia.com/apply/ to fill out your online application form and start the process.

Take your pre-interview language awareness challenge.
After submitting your form, you will be directed to a quick 10-minute online test that assesses your suitability for the TEFL course content.

Interview with a Course Coordinator
Once you pass your test, you will be matched with a course coordinator for a 20-30-minute discussion covering the course content and your move to Barcelona.

Prepare your pre-arrival documents
This stage is when reality kicks in – you’re about to study in Barcelona! – but before setting foot in the city, you’ll need to sort out all of your pre-arrival plans, like your travel visa, tuition payments, and local accommodation details.

¡Bienvenido! Welcome to Barcelona!
The fun, and expert-level English teacher training, is about to begin! You’re a few weeks away from a new career as an English teacher.

Visit tefl-iberia.com/apply/ and start your journey today
New courses begin every month. Visit tefl-iberia.com/courses/dates/ for specific dates and other additional enrollment information.
I learned so much about myself, I discovered I could actually teach!